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Candidate Leen stumps in the Union
14% I rcid Roger%

"I'm having a ball,- said Stanley Leen.
"although being an independent candidate is
like ha% ing leprosy, you don't lose your
friends. They just won't associate with you.''
Leen. addressing a small group in the
Memorial Union Monday night. explained
why he decided to run as an independent
gubernatorial candidate and why he believes
he is qualified to serve as the state's chief
executive.
Leen boasted that throughout the years he
has actively been involved in numerous
associations working for the good of the state.

.Sttinit 'b

Leen

He claimed he wasn't attempting to organize a
third party with his candidacy. but thought the
Republican and Democratic candidates were
not responsive to the wishes of the people. As
governor. Leen professed he would work for
and with the people of Maine.
A local businessman. Leen is the chairman
of several other businesses in the state. In
addition he is president of Leen's CSE,
Warwick. R.I., and Leen's Power Engineering
Inc.. Merrimac. N.H. and director of the
Merrill Trust Co. In the past Mr. Leen has
been a member of the Bangor City Council.
President of the Maine Publicity Bureau and
chairman of the Dept. of Commerce and
Industry, to name a few.
In a question and answer session, the
independent candidate revealed his most
surprising campaign proposal thus far —
"The legalization of marijuana**. In response
to the question regarding marijuana. Leen
admitted during prohibition he drank
"boot-legged.' liquor: "people did regardless
of the law. Marijuana might as well be
legalized, unless it proves unsafe.- he added.
Leen fielded other questions involving
business in Maine. fuel, and Dickey-Lincoln.
According to Leen. Maine must more
efficiently utilize its natural resources, such as
marine life, potatoes, pulp and paper. and the
tourist industry. "The cost of transportation."
said Leen, "is too great to import raw
materials and export them as manufactured
goods."
Leen said he is in favor of any business that
would bring employment to the people of
Maine. But to do this, cheap fuel must be
provided to attract businesses into the state.
He favored nuclear energy over fossil fuels,
explaining it is safe and in the long run
cheaper.
Concerning Dickey-Lincoln, Leen said that
it would be an expensive project and is
apparently not adequate for producing the
energy that was first predicted.
When asked about his chances on Nov. 5.
Leen stated confidently that he is looking
forward to working for Maine people as their
governor.
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Target: Augusta
A new statewide force
prepares to focus student
influence on Maine politics

by Jeff W. Beebe

"SAM'. —the word has a familiar
ring to it, from the sixties, when the
evening news opened with the day's
body counts in South VietNam and
conflicting reports of fighter-jet
losses in the skies over North
VietNam— 'Surface-to-Air-Missile.'
Another, but altogether different,
was launched in Bangor
"SAM
Saturday —the Student Association
of Maine. Its propellent is in the
person of UNIO's Peter Simon, and
its payload is the interests of 32,000
post-secondary students in Maine.
When it gets untracked soon,
SAM will have two representatives
from the student government of
every Maine post-secondary school,
• UM° • see page 3
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Again this Halloween. UMO students
will be trick or treating for UNICEF
Donna
Gray. the
campus
Orono
co-ordinator. has recruited around 20
volunteers to go door-to-door to collect
money. These student representatives will
be wearing identifiable name tags and
have the orange UNICEF cartoons.
The soliciting of contributions will begin
after supper on both Wednesday. Oct. 30
and Thursday. Oct. 31. Chadbourne. York.
Kennebec. Hart. Estabrooke and Oxford
Hall students will be approached on
Wednesday; all other dorms will be
canvassed on Halloween night.
Last year on the Orono campus and in
student and faculty apartment complexes.
volunteers collected over $500 for the
organization. Ms. Gray hopes to reach the
same goal this year
Phillip "Brad" Feiger, head ski coach
here for the past eight years, has been
elected
president
of the
Eastern
Intercollegiate Ski
Association.
The
organization consists of colleges and
universities in the east that participate in
four event collegiate ski competitio
n.
Mc rnbers of Division One eastern college
ski competition are Maine. Dartmouth.
Middlebury. Vermont. New Hampshire.
Williams. Harvard. Bates. and New
England College. Fo!ger was chosen
in
1972 to coach the United States ski team
entered in the World Collegiate games at
Lake Placid. N.Y.

The Office a Career PI•aning and
Phoceisent, located in East Armes. has
announced the schedule of compai,,,-s that
will be interviewing job candidates on
campus during the week of Noy. 4. Adrian
J. Sewall. director of the office, noted that
students must be registered with the office
in order to sign up for interviews. The
schedule is as follows:
Monday. Nos. 4
The Lummus Company. a design
enginneering firm. Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Co.. sales and management.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, developmental
engineering.
Tuesday. Nov. 5
Fafnir Bearing Co.. Sales, management. engineering.
Polaroid
Corp..
research, engineering. manufacturing.
National Oceanic & Atmosphere Administration.
Wednesday, Nos.6
Continental Can Co.. paper engineering. HiIlcrest Foods, Inc.. food processors.
Fraser Paper Co.. paper manufacturers.
St. Regis Paper Co.. engineering, sales
.
auditing.
Thursday. Nov. 7
Exxon Corp.. exploration and production of petroleum products. E.I. duPont
deNemours & Co.. diversified chemical
company. Magnus Div. Economics Lab.
One.. sales of chemicals. National Security
Agency, design. r & d. field engineering
Friday. Nov. 8
E.I. duPont deNemours &
Co..
diversified chemical company. Mang
us
Div. Economics Lab. Inc . sales
of
chemicals. National Security Agenc
y.
design. r Az d. field enoineering.
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TUESDAY, OCT. 29
(;YMNASTICS—club and term
meeting at 3 p.m.. Gymnastics
Room.
Memorial Gym.
BRIDGE—Memorial
P.m.

Union

at

Maine Campus

What's on

Howard Nesille. Phil Spaulding. and
mystery officer. Pt-ties: dinner for two
and gift certificates at Viners and
Pesaros. Pumpkins on display at Hole
in the Wall Gallery, first floor of the
union.

DANCE CLUB—meeting at 3 p.m.
Dance Studio. Lengyel Gym.

GROUP FOLK GUITAR— lessons
with Paul Norcia. 7 p.m. Coe Lounge.
Memorial Union.

MCA—Agape Meal and Reflection.
MCA Center, College Ave.. 6 p.m.
UMO CHESS CLUB—tournament.
Bumpus Room. Memorial Union, 7
p.m.

GROUP HARMONICA—lessons
with John Silvia. 8:30 p.m. Coe
Lounge. Memorial Union.

ID/3 MOVIE—"Night of the Living
Dead" at and 8:30 p.m. 130 Little
Hall.

FORTNIGHTLY FORUM—Halloween Party. at the MCA Center.
College Ave.. 7 p.m.

FILM—"A Star is Born" Graduate
Center. Estabrooke Hall.

ITALIAN
FILM
FESTIVAL—
"Death in Venice" at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium. Admission and
I.D. required.

ITALIAN FILM FESTIVAL—"Sandra" at 7 and 9:30 p.m. 100 Nutting.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 30
PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST—
bring entries to MUAB office.
Memorial Union. today. No paints,
natural materials only. Will be
displayed in Hole in the Wall Gallery
on first floor of the Union.
WORKSHOPS—on films at Hilltop
Conference Center. All day.
CLASSES CANCELLED—noon to 5
p.m. CED classes unaffected.
SANDWICH CINEMA—"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari." Part 11. 12 Noon.
North Loon Room. Memorial Union.

BOTANY SEMINAR—Ms. Susan
Burnham. speaker. 4:10 p.m. 301
Deering Hall.

ID13 MOVIE—"Night of the Living
Dead" at 7 and 9:30 p.m. 130 Little
Hall.

ALL DAY MEETINGS—Maternal
and Childhealth Care. Today and
tomorrow. Portland Hall. BCC.

CHORAL CONCERT—James Getty. conductor, at 8:15 p.m. Hauck
Auditorium.

SPEAKER—Dr. Joanne Fritschc
will speak on "Expanding Career
Opportunities for Women.•• 7:30 p.m.
North Lounge. Estabrooke Flail.
Sponsored by EXIT, UMO Graduate
Center

FRIDAY, NOV. 1
MEETINGS—all day. Soil Constr.ation Society of America. Hilltop
Conference Center.

THURSDAY, OCT. 31
PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST
JUDGING— 3 p.m. Judges: Mrs.

ORAL EXAMINATION—Eduardo
Alonso. candidate for the Ph.D. In
Plant Science 9 a.m. 204 Nutting Hall

Concert slated for third weekend following semest
er break

No more concerts will be sponsored by
the Concert Committee this semester.
according to its chairman. Bob Webster.
Although the Homecoming concert with
Jonathan Edwards was a success, both in
terms of audience approsal and financial
outcome, Webster said the relatoely full
schedule of concerts at the Bangor
Auditorium during Nos ember would create
too great a conflict for a concert sponsored
by his committee to be financ
ially feasible.
Webster said the committee' has also
decided not to schedule concerts in
December because of finals and other
pressures accompanying the end of the
semester which reduce audience
turnout

The Concert Committee is now making
plans for the second semester.
'• We're in the process of getting in touch
with several groups. to try and decide who
w ill he." Webster said of the planned
second semester concert.

Groups being contacted include the
Eagles. Lewin% and Messina
and
America. Although he does not know who
Kill be performing. Webs
ter said the
concert has been tentamely scheduled for
the third weekend after semester break.
While the Jonathan Edwards Concert
was a success, an earlier concert featuring

ng Semester

January-may 1975
Salary $45/week

are available
in the offices of the

journalism dept.
101 Lord Hall
All completed applications
MUST be submitted by
Friday. Nov. 15. 1974
All applicants must be available
for personal interviews on
Thurday. Nov. 21. 1974 at 3 p.m.

"A% long as Ne break even I'm happs
.••
Webster quipped.
Upcoming concerts at :• c Bangor
Auditorium include. Brow nyille Station,
slated to appear Nov. IS; a Top.
tentatively scheduled towards the end of
the' month: and ik)ssibls one
other concert.
11•11=SINlii=11•11=1M1111Milli
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Montgomery Band w as not. Mt
F(1%;ird%
netted only $250.
W. ,ster said.
shale the Montgomer)
...ell lost $2 . 110. The net loss lea% es
only $3,750 . the $5,500 originally
appropriated to the committee by thc
student senate this fall.
James
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College Graduate, wife of UMO
• student, seeks lob, part-time
or full
▪ as research assistant or secretary O
▪ Please call 827-7015. evenings
•17
I Earn Top Money. Seeking
pus!
▪ representatives to promote cam
student I
I travel programs Vagabond Tour
s. •.
300 East 44th Street Suite 10401.
E NY NY 100017---(212) 6611330 II
▪ or (8600) 223-5267 outside of N Y

1

I MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS!
" No experience required Excellent
I
I pay
Worldwide travel
Perfect.
a, summer job or career Send $3 001
I for informat.on. SEAFAC. Dept I-2.
.PO Box 2049. Port
Angeles.'
II Washington 98362
•17.

ensmememeausemesnomeedl

Mr. BIG

BEEF'N BREW
OF ORONO
Opposite U1140
Park St Entrance
PRESENTS

St Elmo's Fire
FRI & SAT

tree Popcorn
PHONE 866-4333
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New faces give fraternity
spruced-up appearance
by P.S. Wilkinson
New faces have changed the appearan
ce
of the fraternity house of the Omega Mu
chapter of Phi Gamma Delta (FIJI). givin
g
the 54-year-old structure a new
lease on
life.
The fraternity house, located on
the
southern end of College Ave.. was officially
closed ten months ago by FIJI's natio
nal
organization and local chapter alum
ni
because of "a serious lack of membersh
ip
and the deplorable physical shape" of the
house.
Following the December 19'3
eviction of
all FIJI members the National Frate
rnity
field secretary. Steve Area. selected
18
new pledges from about 90 applicants
from
the uniyersity.
At the time. Area said the selection
process emphasized each applicant'
s
academic standing. and his willingness
to
work on the building. Less weight was
reportedly placed on the applicant's field
of
study. personal interests or physi
cal
makeup. The national representative
described it as " a new beginning."
Of the 18 originally chosen. 14 became
members last spring. Mc addition of
lb
pledges has boosted current membership
to 30.
Jonathan Oakes. FIJ1's new hous
e
manager estimated the mernhership
capacity of the house at 44. and he is
considering le% cling off at 39 or
40
members next year. He said there will be
little difficulty. in reaching the goal.
explaining that eleven bids have alrea
dy
been issued this fall.
A sophomore civil engineering major
and one of the original 14 new members.
Oakes outlined the major renovations
which have already been made on the

building. insisting it was more
of a
challenge than a problem" to rebui
ld the
ailing physical plant. whose wort
h was
appraised at S25.000 last year.
Probably the biggest problem was
the
condition of the windows." Oakes
said.
explaining about seventy window pane
s
had to be replaced. along with
seseral
window frames which had become
warped
or rotted out.
About S1.500 was spent to re-fit
the
kitchen with utensils and
equipment.
including pots and pans. a mixer, and
a
deep fat fryer. The oven, which
was
inoperable due to dirt buildup.
was
subsequently cleaned and is now bein
g
used.
Another major problem, the hous
e
manager said. was the shortage of
desks
and bureaus, and he added that desks
were
purchased by the house and bureaus
were
obtained by borrowing from Bang
or
campus surpluses.
Extensive repair has been made on
the
'dozens" of holes and cracks
which
pockmarked the walls and doors just
a year
ago. Some of the holes in the plaster
walls
were as large as two feet in diam
eter.
Oakes noted. He said of many of
FIJI's
doors had, at one time or another,
served
as knife targets, and in one case the
target
of a shotgun blast
Over $200 has been spent.
Oakes
estimated. on paint for walls and ceili
ngs
throughout the house. Most notic
eably
improved, he said, are several first
-floor
rooms, in particular the main living
room.
dining room and entrance way.
Oakes remarked that all repair
work.
with the exception of some
minor
plumbing. has been done by the new
members, with assistance from local
chapter alumni.

Renewed
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After the reorganisation of Phi Gamma
Delta
fraternity (FIJI) last spring, the hous
e has
undergone a major facelifting thro
ughout
Shown above is the central stairwell,
recently
<tuccoed.
ward photo

UMO student elected head of state student asso
ciation

• cootlroaed from (root cover

including the regional Vocational Tech
nical
Institutions (VTI's). Of 36 schools in
the
state, which are evenly balanced betw
een
18 publicly and 18 privately supporte
d. 18
sent representatives to the foun
ding
session Saturday at Bangor Comm
unitY
College's Student Union.
UMO was there. representing 9.390
students. So was Bar Harbor's College
of
the Atlantic. with 75 students, and
the
Andover Institute of Business, with
its
enrollment of 92 "in peak season.•' Bate
s.
Bowdoin and Colby didn't show up
nor
were there representati% es from Glen
Cove
Bible College or Bangor Theologica
l
Seminary, among others.
SAM grew out of a resolution passed
last
April by the student senate of then-UMB
.
citing the need for a group to represent
and
articulate the common interests
and
concerns of students from all segments
of
the post-secondary education communit
y
in Maine. The UMB senate last spring
appointed Simon temporary co-ordinat
or.
At Saturday's meeting, he was elect
ed
president of the new group with
no
opposition.
Simon is a fifth -year senior English
major at UMO. He served on the Council
of
Colleges for one year. headed
the
University of Maine Organization
of
Student Governments (UMOSG)last year
,
and talked his way past Governor Kenneth
Curtis to become the only stud
ent
appointment to Maine's "1202" Commission, Maine's federally-funded High
er
Education Planning Commission.
He took control of SAM in April. and
contacted student government leaders of
every school in the state and made plans to
bring them together in Bangor to design
a
constitution, establish goals and objectives, and to solidify an organization whic
h
he hopes will become a major political
force
in the upcoming 107th Legislature.
With Carl Pease, a UMO student
government worker, who writes constitutions "sort of as a hobby." Simon drafted
a
constitution, and presented it to the
assembly
Saturday
for
preliminary

approval. After some minor alteration
s, it
was accepted, and will now be passed
on to
the student governments of all
3b
institutions for ratification. When
half of
these approve the document. SAM will
be
an official entity, and will be incorporat
ed
in thereafter. Until then the memb
ers
will respect the constitution as a "wor
king
document", Pease said.
The constitution and associated byla
ws.
v.hich were not acted upon, set
guidelines
for membership, leadership. comm
ittees.
meetings and funding. Until the bylaws are
passed. at the next meeting Dec. 14. Simo
n

Peter Simms
said he and vice-president Dwight Mitchell
from Eastern Maine VTI will "do what
needs to be done, and spend the money out
of our own pockets and save the receipts."
Upon ratification, members are asked to
pay a $25 membership fee to cover trave
l
and supply expenses. although no schoo
l
will he excluded if it can't pay the fee.
Rather than establishing representation
on an enrollment basis, each member
school will have two members. Since
.
according to Simon and Pease. the group
will voice common needs of all Maine
schools, this insures SAM v.ill not become
a vehicle with which individual schools or
groups solve their problems.

Simon sees plenty of issues ahead con"Issues like Vietnam come and go.
cerning all Students in Maine.
but
-Most of the decisions that at
students can always be concerned with
made in Augusta," said Sim
perspectivea
ac dtm.oinc freedom." he added.
concerned,
there needs to be a student
can translate those concerns into effec
tive
issues. We need to deselop and represent a
measures. Murray said, but caut
ioned
student point of view ."
"When that idealism comes down
to
Some issues and projects he believes
offering solutions, make sure they 're
based
students and SAM will want to become
on realism."
involycd in the future include stud
ent
Murray alerted the group to probable
credit unions, food and stereo co-ops.
attempts next spring to repeal the 18-ye
ar
group booking of entertainment, day care
old adult rights bill and the alcohol-on
centers, pubs and hitchhiking laws.
campus bill in the state legislatur
e. and
Some of the more important political
said SAM must be effective
both
areas to be dealt with, according to Simon.
offensively and defensively.
include the need for student voices in
Before closing the meeting. Simo
n
collective bargaining for school employes
:
received committments from
several
student repwsentation on trustee boards;
participants to work on an
ad-hoc
tuition control: activity fee control; facul
ty
committee to plan a state-% ide fast day.
in
and administrative evaluations: and
December on behalf of Maine's United Low
relationships with
state
educational
Income (UM.
commissions, such as the Professional
Simon, who will constitute the
sole
Standards Advisory Commission and the
driving force of SAM for some time
. laid
1202 Commission.
down his policy early in the meet
ing,
Simon stressed the need for student
before ULI representatives presente
d the
lobbying efforts in Augusta.
fast day proposal.
"This group cannot avoid being a
"Just to sit around and establish
a
political group." he claimed. "If we are to
constitution and talk about goals
and
ha% e any impact in this state we arc goin
g
objectiyes is not enough. We should
lease
to haye to deal with the political system."
here with a definite project in mind."
he
Simon is no stranger to Maine's
charged.
educational politics, and, although
he
"We should be working on things
that
encountered opposition from a few scho
ols
should gain us logical political frien
ds.' he
when touting SAM earlier this year.
he
emphasized. mentioning SCAR. labor
believes SAM cannot operate other than
organizations. PIRG, the elderly. and
ULI
politically . He told the group. "If you feel
as potential allies. He urged acceptan
ce of
students should be apolitical by natu
re.
the ULI proposal partly because "it
is the
this group is not for you." He hopes and
least political group we could do somethin
g
expects to get nearly 100 per
cent
for right now so the rest of the state
won't
participation from Maine's post-secondar
y
be already saying 'look at those radic
als.
schools.
look what they're doing'."
SAM is by no means a radical or unique
To allay arguments questioning polit
ical
conc
ept. "We're part of a trend around
act iyity by students. Simon
the
inyited
country of student organizations, assoc
Bangor's state representative
iaFrank
tions, and unions," Simon explained.
Murray. who was elected to the
"We
House
have to recognize that we're not uniq
during his senior year at
ue,
UMO, to speak
we'r
e part of a total picture growing
about student political
potential.
around the country."
"In the past four years students
have
California. Massachusetts. and
gained a lot in individual liber
several
ties,"
othe
r states have established groups
Murray told them. "The past four
like
years
SAM. and the California student grou
have shown that student voices
p has
can be a
been ranked their state's twelf
real power.
th most
powerful lobbying force.
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SAM ... will students again be a political force?
The Student Association of Maine has
embraced an ominous task. In its effort to
represent 32,000 post-secondary students
throughout the state, conflicts are bound to
surface. But if SAM can unify its student
membership, the prospects for developing a
powerful voice in Augusta, a voice that would be
heard in the halls of the State House and
reverberate back to individual campuses are
bright.
It's time students realized the only way to
become an effective force is through political
action. Students need a voice in Augusta to
balance the oftimes unbalanced and erroneous
conceptions legislators have of students. Last
year's furor over the Gay Symposium held here
in Orono showed students the attitudes held by
some state representatives. And students had no
effective means to combat the accusations which
were not only levelled at Orono administrators
and students, but hinted at prevailing negative
attitudes towards students and student rights in
general.
The results which can he obtained by banding
together as a unified student voice were
witnessed in last spring's tuition hike
debate. Orono students let it be known they were
opposed to an increase in tuition that would
largely benefit other UM campuses. and the
trustees reacted.
Of course we don't know for sure how
influential students were in affecting the
trustees' final decision to levy proportionate
tuition increases within the Super-U system.
Certainly President Neville was the driving force
in bringing home the UMO point of view to the
trustees. But we'd like to think student opinion
and reaction had something to do with the
outcome.
The need for a student lobby in Augusta is
more than evident. Recent comments by Don
Pendleton, this year's chairperson of the
University of Maine organization of Student
Governments, that he doesn't see a need of a
student representative on the Board of Trustees
hit hard. Pendleton is a newcomer to the job as
UMOSG chairperson, and perhaps by the end of
the year he'll think differently. But by then a
whole year will have gone by, along with
countless issues and decisions students should
have had more than indirect access to.
Now that university employes seem headed
for collective bargaining, we doubt faculty will be
far behind in pushing for the same rights.
Classified and professsional employees will have
direct access to their employers and the
decisions made affecting them as employes.
Meanwhile, students will still be floundering for
some type of established representation
affording them input into an educational policy
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which is made at the upper echelons and drifts
down to students as a fait accompli. SAM could
provide Maine students with this access to
decision-making bodies. If the Augusta gang
recognizes this new force, which, of course, is
contingent upon whether or not SAM does
develop into a bona fide political force, the
possibilities for such never before witnessed
input is there. Simon stressed the need to
develop communication with the state
educational commissions, and if this group is
able to follow up on this priority, students will no
longer have to fight for a voice on these
commissions: it will be there.
Simon listed a number of issues he believes

Maine

Campus

SAM could and should become involved in. Right
now. however, we hope he and other SAM
members will spend their time establishing the
fledgling group as a permanent one — not one
which will disappear and fluctuate with
leadership.
The birth of SAM gives us the hope that
students will rediscover their potential as a
political force. The late 60's and early 70's were
years of violence and anger. and we're not
advocating temperaments should swing back to
those turbulent years. But those years did prove
students can he a power. We would like to think
this power cannot be attained only via
demonstrations and violence.

Editorials

Calling on Augusta to foot the bill

Ever since the mid-sixties, public employes
have begun to delve into issues such as the right
to organize unions, the right to strike, the right
to collective bargaining, and in general. the right
to have access to the decision-making bodies that
are, in effect, their "employers.- This process
has finally trickled down to this university's
employes, despite the fact that university
employes in the past have been defined as
neither in the public nor private sector. This has
created a special problem for them, which is
however, by no means insurmountable.
The Maine State Employes' Association, the
closest thing this state has to a public employes'
union, has decided to tackle the special problem
of university workers, mainly because university
employes make up a substantial portion of their
membership. Nearly 80 per cent of the food
service and residence hall workers here are
members of that group. With the decision over

the weekend by MSEA to seek action in the
courts if the university accepts a bid from a
private firm to cater the food services here.
the
MSEA made a solid committment to protect the
interests of UMO's present employes.
Apparently under pressure from higher-ups to
justify residential life's $384.000 deficit, the
administration has opened up a pandora's box
with the possibility of catering. But what our
administrators must learn is that one can never
solve a problem in labor relations by simply
ignoring the employes, on the weak basis that
they can be cheaply replaced. It is now doubtful
that private catering of the food services here
will ever become a reality, so other avenues
must
be sought in an attempt to make up residential
life's current and future deficits.
This is where student interest comes in. With
the MSEA working for collective bargaining
rights, pay raises, and other benefits, the

fundamental question becomes, who will foot the
bill?
The options the administration has to work
with, if private catering is indeed out,
are few.
They can opt for continuing increases in
students' room and board charges, or they
can
try their hand at going to the legislature
for the
funds.
The trouble is, the food services, like other
"auxiliary.
"operations on campus, are
supposedly self-supporting. Never before
has
the legislature been asked to help fund
the pay
raises that it passes for these employes. But
we
believe it is time the legislators started
putting
some money where their mouths are.
We can only hope UMO students will have
some input into the final decision on where
this
money will come from, especially since it
would
appear the easiest answer for the admin
istration
would be more room and board hikes.

1,
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New Graduate Center established in Estabrooke Hall
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The Estabrooke Graduate Cente
r opened
its doors and ix idened its
horizons last
week following an intensive
effort by the
Graduate Board to establish a
full-fledged
Graduate Center in Estabrooke Hall.
The
center will cater to the social,
academic.
and cultural needs of the
university
graduate community .
To expedite
the conversion of
Estabrooke into a Graduate Center. the
dorm's staff and House Council set forth in
the now adopted Estabrooke Graduate
Center proposal that a new floor plan he
installed to accommodate more graduate

men and women. Five seminar rooms will
also be set aside in the dorm for the center.
Included in the proposal was the
establishment of Graduate Student Office
and an Exit Program to help graduate
students in job placement. and the
initiation of an intramural sports program
and a Cultural Affairs program.

The Graduate Center will also provide
six
work-study jobs. The proposal
suggested each graduate department
contribute $42 to fund the positions, and
most
departments
have
responded
favorablY. said a spokesman. A five dollar
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The job placement program plans to
gather and file information on pertinent
professional job openings. The program
will also offer clerical and copying services
including help in writing up resumes and
letters of application. A series of special
meetings and counseling sessions for
kib-seeking graduate students will be held
in cooperating with the Counseling Center.
"All the graduate students felt they
needed something other than a referral to
the Placement Office, and what we do is in
addition to whatever they do.— said Pat
Daly. an assistant coordinator in the
program.

Course duplication decreases Abenaki curric
ulum size

In the past few years. the curriculum of
Abenaki
Experimental
College
has
dwindled from 75 courses per semester to
IS. This change. according to Mil
Spaulding. Abenaki coordinator, has
resulted from other people or organizations
taking over certain areas that had
previously only been dealt with by
Abenaki.
Spaulding. who has been working for
Abenaki since its inception four years ago.
cited the Hilltop Crafts Center as an
example. When we had 75 to 80 courses
offered in the catalogue, half of them were
crafts." he stated. "then a crafts center
opens and there is no need to carry these
courses."
During semesters when Abenaki has
offered 40 or more courses "we were lucky

if 20 ran after the first couple of weeks."
Spaulding attributed this to student
apathy. instructor inexperience and
extenuating circumstances, such as when
an instructor has to travel to a designated
meeting place, usually campus. Noss when
Abenaki carries 15 to 20 courses, almost all
of them run for the full semester, according
to Spaulding.
"Next semester (spring '75) we will run
about 40 courses that have a concrete need
because people have come in and asked us
to carry these subjects." he said. The
courses will be more practical. said
Spaulding. including courses in law, rug
braiding and I Ching.
Also next semester. Abenaki will be
more selective than in previous years in
getting instructors. In past semesters,

Spaulding said, people just came into the
Abenaki office and asked to teach a course.
Now Abenaki is going out and finding
people who are knowledgable in a certain
area and asking them to teach courses, he
explained.
This creates the problem for persons
asked to volunteer his services but has to
drive 50 to 100 miles to get to campus.
noted Spaulding. To remedy this. Abenaki
will be charging a one dollar registration
fee per course, he said. Income from the
fee will also be used to pay for the
catalogue and an approximately $2000
debt acquired by Abenaki two and a half
Years ago. If transportation and other costs

are exceptionally high, instructors may
arrange for a tuition charge. pending
approval by Abenaki.
The Abenaki Information Exchange. a
new program initiated this year, is being
offered for general use by those seeking
information in a wide variety of areas. It
will list the skills and services that people
and programs make available to the
general community. This "sourcebook,"
although it will not be published, presently
has 300 categories of products and services
and Spaulding hopes to increase the
number to 3,000 by the end of the school
year.

CCWIMIT
YOURSELF TO1HE
PRIESTHOOD?
Why be a priest' Certainly. ,n times as difficul
t as tries,
we live in being a pest is a lot harder today than
it was in
years past
And committing oneself to anything for any amoun
t of
time seems to be one of the conflicts Of our moder
n age But
the priesthood is a challenge A big one.
Today more than ever before in history. men
and women
young and old. are searching for religious meaning,
for
withdrawal from isolation and alienation
to ioyful community
experiences. for Good News in the midst of
discouragement
and hope in the place of pessimism
The Paulists are trying to minister to these
needs As a
contemporary religious community servin
g the American
people our mission is to communicate the
love of Christ

to people

Every Pauhtt is a missionary in the pulpit
or the parish
house
on campus or in the inner-city
with the spoken
or the printed word
he is communicating to people His
mission is to all of America His message
is love, the love of
Christ for all people
It isn t easy but the Paulist welcomes commi
tment
Welcomes the challenge If you are interes
ted in the Paulist
way of life, send for the Paulist Papers
Write to: Father Don C Campbell. Room 101

PAULIST
FA1HERS

4I5 WEST SITU ST NEW YORK NY 10019

to will foot the

is to work

activity fee will also be charged to
all
graduate students carrying a minimum
of
six credit hours. The money will be used
to
help finance the equipment and suppl
ies
necessary to establish the Gradu
ate
Student Office.
The proposal claimed the Exit Program
was instituted as the uniyersity has made
no real effort to deal with the graduate
student's particular problems in securing
"meaningful" employment. The Placement Office, although offering some
assistance, is not equipped to effectively
cope with these problems. the proposal
adds.
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University Woods fallout shelter rer

Remember the Bomb?
During the late fifties to early sixties, the
Bomb was more than just an intangible object in
the hands of Them; it was a state of mind for
most of the country. SO.Jols held regular air-raid
drills and people built fallout shelters in their
basements. The general public was keenly awar
e
of that (shudder) lurking menace.
But with the advent of detente and arms
limitation, those times seem long gone, packed
away with bobby socks and Khrushchev.
However, a few relics of that lost civilization,
such as the vast expanse in Bangor that used to
he Dow Air Force Base, still exist.
Even closer than Bangor—in our own back
yard. in fact —is an ominous structure shoved
into the side of a hill in the University Woods, off
Stillwater Ave. near Grants plaza. Many
a
curious cruiser, out for a Sunday stroll, has
happened upon it and wondered, and hazarded
guesses as to its function. No doubt some have
suspected the university of a shady plot to save
all tenured professors in event of a nuclear war.
leaving the rest of us to melt into oblivion.
Not so. This curious edifice isn't even a bona
fide fallout shelter, in the literal sense of the
term. It is the emergency headquarters for the
Penobscot County Office for Emergency
Preparedness or. more simply put. this is where
the Civil Defense would set up home if they
dropped the Bomb.
Built like a giant fallout shelter, the structure
could house and support about 60 officials from
the Civil Defense (now a defunct term, that name
having been changed recently to the Office for
Emergency Prepardedness). Forestry Service,
State Police. Department of Agriculture, and
other necessary personnel. If used solely as a
fallout shelter, its 5.000 square feet of space
could accommodate about 300 people.
Donald Forbes, present custodian for the
building. was director of Penobscot County's
Civil Defense organization when the shelter was
constructed. He noted his main motivation for
starting the wheels moving in the direction of
this type of structure was a lack of any efficient
state-wide communications system. The center
is
now capable of directly reaching any point in the
county via mobile units, and anywhere in the
state by means of a network of relay stations.
"We started out with second-hand stuff.Forbes reminisced during an interview at
the
conrete bunker as he took part in a routine
Wednesday night test of the various stations
throughout the state.''And we still have some of

Mr. BIG
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Our low prices are now EVEN lower'

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
•:.:

Donald Forbes discusses routine at the
emergency center, u bile in a nearby darkened
storeroom, a felt delectible delights await those long
days after the Nast.

it in the outlying towns. But what we have now is
a communications system that can he of service
during any emergency. not just a nuclear
attack
The radio system at the shelter includes
teletypes to Augusta and various other locations
in Maine: hookups with the ,tate police; and
a
direct line to the North American Operational
Radar Defense (NORM)) center in Colorado
Springs.
Construction of the headquarters wa,
,
completed in 1966. two years after the UM
trustees granted the Civil Defense a 100-y
ear
lease on the three-acre tract of land. The
lease
was required before the federal governme
nt
would grant funds for the construction, since
federal money could not be spent on
the
purchase of a site.
'The federal government doesn't give away
a
damn thing you don't earn three times over
in
paperwork.'' added Forbes. citing the two-y
ear
delay between acquiring the land and the
beginning of construction. "Once we had the
land, we did a feasability study. We had to be
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elter remains as stark reminder of 'Cold War'
4

constitutes 12 inches of conrete poured in
place,
covered with three feet of earth.
Today, most people would be reluctant to
carry
on the enthusiasm with which Civil Defe
nse was
associated 10 years ago. But some still carry
on.
The emphasis has changed, however,
from
fallout protection to natural disaster
preparedness. The Office for Emergency Prepared
ness
officials would agree with Forbes and his
belief
in the multi-purpose use of the shelter
and its
communications system.
Most of the emergency functions have, so
far,
been confined to preparing all the pape
rwork
necessary to get federal aid for natural
disaster
victims, and to keep the program going
.
"In times of local disaster, such as flood
or
fire, this agency has responded with
hardware
and personnel," Forbes reported. "And
this
facility has been useful in administering
federal
programs. such as disaster relief estimates and
that sort of thing."
The building has to be kept in const
ant
preparation for an emergency, and drills
must be
conducted twice each year in order for the
state
to receive federal aid for this and
similar
programs.
And so. ominous yet operative, the
bunker
awaits that flash of light, that searing
wind...
located in a good, central location, to
meet the
federal criteria. We're in the cente
r of
population. 10 miles from Bangor Airport.
with
good road access, and good radio
characteristics.'•
The actual funding was on a matching
basis:
50 per cent from the federal Civil Defense,
25 per
cent from the county. and 25 percent supplied by
the state. The underground structure cost about
$140.000 in 1966. but F.rbes estimated it
would
now cost over $300,001 to replace.
"Nothing is in here that wasn't required by
the federal government. ind everything that
was
required by the federal government is here."
confirmed Forbes. Besides being radiation-proof
the shelter also complies with standards
for an
independent electrical system, well, heating.
air re-circulation and living accomodations.
In order to be insulated fom radiation,
the
walls were made 18 inches thick, and the ceili
ng

Ominous, ain't ft This scene can be seen by
taking the last right before Grant
Plaza, off
Stillwater Ave. Two entrances jut out from the hill,
spindly antennae above.
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Erwin must broaden scope
on social issues, says Cohen
*continued from page 1
they should be used to decide where 1
should allot my time." he contended.
"Polls should never be used for strictly
political purposes. because of the possible
boomerang
effect."
Cohen
added.
referring to the recent disclosure of a poll
conducted by. Republican gubernatorial
candidate James Erwin.
Generally supporting the entire Republican slate of candidates. Cohen warned
fellow Republicans that support must be
earned.

I Death
in Venice

Dirk Bogarde stars as A scehbach, a famous
composer who comes to Venice and there discovers his
life-long dream of perfection. This award-winning 1971
film by Luchino Visconti will be shown Wednesday
night in Hauck Auditorium.

Award-winning Italian film
brightens dull movie listings
by Bill Gerdes
(inc of the crudest horror films ever
made, and a strange film exploring the
theme of incest make things more dull than
usual in the campus film world, with a
major exception: Death in Venice. to be
shown Wednesday evening.
Luchino Visconti's 1971 film version of
the classic German nosel by Thomas
Mann. Death in Venice has repeatedly and
correoly been hailed as a masterpiece.
Filmed on location and in English. the film
is the finest in the halian series and
Visconti's most noteworthy achiesement.
Like Kubrich's 2001. the film is virtually
void of dialogue, yet the astonishing color
photography in Panavision by Pasquale de
Santis (who shot the recent Romeo and
Juliet) more than satisfies the senses.
Death in Venice is the most sisually
beautiful film I has e eser seen.
Add to that Dirk Bogarde's moving
performance as Gustas Aschenbach. a
famous composer vacationing in Venice to
escape the pressures of a waning career.
He meets a Polish youth. Tadzio (Bjorn
Andresen)and realiies he has at last found
his life-long dream of perfect artistic
beauty. He des clops a platonic affection for
the boy.
But this is a Venice stricken with thc
plague. Aschenbach cannot find the means
to tell the boy and his family to escape
Venice, and his obsession with the boy's
beauty compels him to stay and face
tragedy .
Also featuring Silvana Mangano and
Mark Burns. Death in Venice will be shown
next Wednesday. Oct. 30 in Hauck
Auditorium at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Night of the Living Dead. that small

wonder of a horror film that has now
reached cult status. is back again. Along
with the cow guts acquired from the
butcher shop, the nen-professionals who
made this low-budget gross-out supply you
with such sights as a little girl lunching on
her father's arm. The film is extremeh.
amateruish and crude, but you still lease
the theatre feeling sick. Night of the Living
Dead will be shown Thursday in 130 Little
Hall at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Sandra. a 1966 Visconti film that has
been seen very little in this countrs
concerns the relationship of a young
woman to her incestuous brother, and the
destructive effect it begins to have on her
recent marriage to an American. There's a
hefty assortment of human perversions
involved, including
masochism
and
exhibitionism, and descriptions of the
film's plot make it sound like a cross
between Peyton Place and the misfits of an
Antonioni film. The Nowell-Smith book on
Visconti•s films considers Sandra to be
possibly his best. Seeing will be believing.
With Claudia Cardinale and Michele Craig.
show time is Thursday. at 7 and 9:30 in 100
Nutting Hall.

SQUARE DANCE at
Old Town YMCA
Nov. 1, 1974 8 p.m.
$2.00 per couple
Terisa Moran,
Caller
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"One survey, the only one esti done.
shows that as wages are raised, teenage
unemplosment rises as well." he
explained. implying if employers are made
to pay the same wage to all employes.
the% '11 hire the older person before (hes
hire the younger one.
In answering criticsim of his non-support
of the Mass Transit Bill, Cohen claimed the
bill, if implemented. would have diverted
funds from rural areas to urban centers.
"I happen to feel there are roads in
northern Maine which need to be
improved. The hill would has c taken
money away.— he said. "The 500 million
the hill would hase appropriated was not
enough..• Cohen added, pointing out to his
listeners in the Union's Damn Yankee

Responding to the President's claim last
week that "world peace is threatened" if
the Democratic party enlarges its majority
in the Congress. Cohen said Ford's
statement w as "inappropriate... He
explained the President might be worried
about "massive cuts in defense spending a
Democratic Congress might cause." but he
added it was "unfortunate to resort to
labels."
In reference to cuts in the defense
budget. Cohen said. "there isn't a bill in
Congress that isn't fat, and there's not a
budget that can't be cut." However. added
Cohen. budget cutting. especially Defense
budgets, should be "selective and
intelligent."
Cohen said he believes fromer President
Nixon's testimony is not necessary at the
current Watergate trials "to get all the
facts out." contending the House's
Judiciary Committee report accomphished
that end. However. he admitted Nixon's
testimony is essential if "Haldeman.
Erlichman, and the rest are to get a fair
trial."
Cohen admitted he didn't know if his
positive stance regarding impeachmnet
during the nationally-televised Judiciars
committee hearings has heightened his
election chances, but hr as cons inced that it
strenthened relations with his congressional colleagues.

RM.IIES
$350 PER 100
Typing Service Available
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-50.m.
Tel. 942-6789
TOM BENSON
INSTANT
PRINTING
54 Columbia St.. Bangor
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Gifts for
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OLD TOWN. MAINS
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"Candidates must be willing to get up at
four thirty in the morning to campaign with
me." he said.
Qualifying his support of Erwin. Cohen
said Erwin "must broaden his scope,
particularly on social issues, and especially
in the case of the public lots. where I tend
to agree with Harrison Richardson." Erwin
contends the public lots should remain in
the hands of private companies. while
Richardson contended during the primary
last spring the state should base the upper
hand in public lot management.
Asked to explain his support of a
sub-minimum wage for teenagers. Cohen
said a teenage wage equal to the federal
minimum wage would "hurt rather than
help."

Room officials in Massachusetts estimate
SI billion is needed to implement a mass
transit program in that state alone.
Later in the day, when fielding questions
from about 30 students assembled in
Fernald Hall's UMVET's lounge. Cohen
said the latest Veteran's Educational
Assistance bill, recent passed by both
houses of congress. will be presented to
President Ford for his signature in
January when Congress reconvenes.
•'If the hill is vetoed. I can guarantee you
we will has e enough votes to override,'• he
declared adding the veteran's new benefits
would be retroactive to September of this
year.

Open 8:30-11 30 Mon -Thurs
'till Midnight Fri., Sat
closes lop m. Sun.
Ave.latr
Old Town 827-004

enjailliTen Ta v emn

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY AT 9 PM
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Pkie Hill String Band
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WED,
w/ Band
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Aeroplane
123 Franklin street
Bangor. Maine
942-7492
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A co-presentation of MUAB and The Italia
n Film
WEDNESDAY,

October 30th, Hauck Audit
orium
7 and 9:30 p.m., 75 cents
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PROBLEM SOLVERS?

HOW DOES INDUSTRY SOLVE PROBLEMS?
As an engineer, you will be expected to solve problems where
the solution is often disguised or not readily apparent.
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will be given at a Pulp and Paper Seminar
November 4,6:30 p.m., at 100 Jenness Hall by the
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Explosive Lehigh romps past Black Bears 36-25

The explosive Engineers of Lehigh
handed the Maine Bears their first loss in
the last four contests by a score of 35-26
last Saturday.
Maine's quarterback Jack Cosgrove
scored two touchdowns and passed for two
.more but Lehigh quarterback Joe Alleva.
who entered the game as the nation's top
college division passer. sparked the Lehigh
surge whit!, led to victory.
The Bears scored first in the opening
quarter on a 68-yard drive which featured
the running and passing of Cosgrove who
scored on a 29-yard run up the middle on a
keeper. Jack Leggett added the extra point
to give a '-0 edge.
Maine upped their
ad to 14-0 early in
the second quarter as a 12-yard touchdown
pass from Cosgrove to Jim Hood capped a
64-yard drive. Again Leggett's point after
kick was good.
At this point Alleva got hot and led the
Engineers to a couple of quick touchdowns.
Lehigh got its first score midway though
the second period as halfback Mark
Weaver went over from seven yards out.
Dave Mancosh added the extra point to
bring Lehigh within seven.
It was here that a costly mistake by.
Maine gave the Engineers the first big
break of the game. On the ensuing kickoff
the handoff on an attempted reverse was
fumbled and Lehigh recovered the ball on
the UMO 14. Two plays later Alleva found
end Mike Lechner all alone in the enthone
for the score. Mancosh•s extra point tied
the game at 14-14.
But the Bears stormed nght back
as
Jack Cosgrove capped a beautifully
executed 80-v ard drive vs ith a one yard dive
for the score. Leggett missed the extra
point attempt and Maine was ahead 20-14.
Late in the first half another Bear
mistake gave Lehigh new life as Jerry
Mullane recovered a Maine fumble at the
UMO 47. Alleva immediately went to the
air as he completed four of seven passes
moving his club to the UMO 24. Here he hit
end Bob Handschue sith a touchdown pass

to tie the score. And Mancosh's successful
conversion put the Engineers on top 21-20
at the half.
The next score in the game came early in
the final period. A pass interception gave
Lehigh possesion on their own 14. But on
the second play from scrimmage halfback
Weaver found an opening off tackle, broke
two or three tackles, and went down the
sideline 80 yards for a touchdown.
M.a ncosh's point after was again good
and Lehigh increased its lead
18-21).
A few minutes later the Bears got their
biggest break of the game as Dick
Winograd recovered an Engineer fumble
on the Lehigh ten. And on third down
Cosgrove hit end John Dumont with a
four-yard touchdown pass. At this point
Maine elected to go for two in an attempt to
tie the game but a Cosgrove pass bounced
off the chest of Al Marquis and the score
remained 28-26.
Maine got another big break late in the
fourth period as Steve Harlow recovered
another Lehigh fumble at the Engineer six
yard line. But on the first play from
scrimmage halfback Mark DeGregorio
fumbled and Lehigh recovered
With less than a minute to go in the
game the Bears were on the move again as
Cosgrove drove the club to the Lehigh 35.
But on a first down play the UMO
quartertiaA threw off balance and his
shaky. pass was picked off by Ted Kukaw.ski
who returned it all the way for a touchdown
to ice the game for Lehigh.
Alleys threw for 169 yards as he lot on 11
of 28 passes while Cosgrove hit 11 of 24 for
150 yards.
In other Yankee Conference game
s
Lehigh gained 240 yards on the ground
Connecticut nipped UMass 10-9;New
led by Weaver. who gained 101. And
Hampshire was victorious over North
Maine gained 192 behind a 113 yard effort
eastern 34-14: Rhode Island defea
ted
by Cosgrove.
Boston University 13-7; and Vermont beat
Rochester University 13-7. Also over
the
Maine's record now stands at 3-5 overal
v.eekend Delaware was handed its first
l
and 3-2 in the Yankee Conference while
Lehigh improved its record to 3-3 with the
in.

Touchdown!

Field Hockey team second at Bowdoin
In the Maine State Field Hockey
Tournament held over the weekend at
Bov.doin College UMPG upset top-seeded
UMO to in.
In the first game of the tournament UMO
defeated UM Farmington 4-0 behind two
goals by Lynn Shostak and single tallies by
Paula Noyes and Georgia Tuttle. UMO
coach Jeanne Walsh called the contest
-one of the best played games of the
season."
In their second game of the tournament
against Bowdoin the UMO women were
sharp as they posted a 6-2 victory which
put them in the finals kfainst UMPG.
"The team lost confidence. The desire
to

in was there but the coordination of our
whole attack was off.- said Walsh. ''We
only have six games during the season and
everyone else has at least two more. I think
in a six game schedule, putting togetl-...:r
offense and defense and the way they work
together. suggest a high level of skill. And
sometimes the molly ation is just not with it
and that's what happened Saturda)." she
added
The team ends the season with a
victonous record of 5-3-1. The junior
varsity team ended Vk it h an outstanding 6-0
record under coach Sylvia Rio% and top
sk.orcr Paula Noyes.

UMO quarterback Jack Cosgrove scores on a one-yard plunge
in last Saturday's loss to Lehigh.
Cosgrove was the game's leading
rusher with 113 yards
ward photo
defeat of the season at the hands of the
tough Temple Owls 21-17.
The Bears will be hosting Vermo
nt and
the fine quarterback Bob Batem
an this
Saturday in the last home game
of the
season.

OFFICIAL NOTICE
SPRING SEMESTER
PRE-REGISTRATION
ALL COLLEGES AND THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Nov.44

ARTS AND SCIENCES-Sophomores: Room 110

Stevens
Hall; Juniors and Seniors: department
chairmen's offices.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Room 12 Stevens Hall South.

EDUCATION--

The foyer, Shibles Hall

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE-Department chairman's offices.
GRADUATE SCHOOL-2 Winslow Hall.
LIFE SCIENCES AND
AGRICULTURE--

Hustle

The UMO women finished a
winning season (5-3-1) with a
second place finish at the State
Tournament,
ward photo

Academic advisors' offices.

TIME SCHEDULES

are available in the Registrar's off
ice.
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Sailors third at Bowdoin

Sports

The UMOsailors were in action Oct. 19 at
the Bowdoin lnvitationals and captured
third among the six schools competeing.
Host Bowdoin won with 27 points. UNH
took second with 32. UMO had 44.
Maine
Maritime 45. Franklin Pierce 53 and Bates
56.
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"A" skipper Danny MeNaughton had
the highest placings of the day for Maine.
He captured one second, three thirds, a
fifth and a sixth.

Booters tie Catamounts 1-1
In Yankee Conference soccer action last
Saturday Maine and Vermont battled to a
1-1 tie.
The tie left the Bears with a 2-3-1 record
in the Yankee Conference and a 5-5-3
overall record while Vermont owns a 2-2-1
conference record.
The Catamounts scored first on a goal by
Bruce Norton with the assist going to John
Koerner. But the Bears came back in the
second half to tie the game on a header by
Dave Jeffrey.
UMO goalie Bob Nadeau had 16 saves
while Vermont goalie Jim Taft came up
with 12 saves.
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Ihe Catamounts held a 26 to 17 edge
in
the shots-on -goal category.

Sports Schedules
Oct. 29
Varsity soccer at Bow doin
Nov. 2(at UMO)
VarcitY football vs. Vermont

"B•• skipper Judy Fletcher sailed to two
firsts, a third, fifth and two sixth place
finishes.
"One of Judy's victories was the last
race of the day and pushed us into third
place over Maine Maritime. She was
sailing a 12•foot interclub over about a mile
and a quarter course." indicated UMO
sailing coach Gib Phi!brick.
"We're also going to try to start sailing
again in the spring. We didn't sail last
spring
because
of the
shortened
semester." added Phi'brick.

Nov. 4
Varsity cross-country at
New England% in Boston

• ..
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"
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UMO sailors came through with
a fine third place finish at the
Bowdoin Invitational.

back Jack Cosone-yard plunge
loss to Lehigh.
game's leading
yards
ward photo
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MONSTER SPECIAL

October 29, 1974 to November 5, 19 4
at Governor's
COUPON

COUPO

GIANT
MONSTER
MILK SHAKE
$12 WITH THIS COUPON
Good 10/29/74 - 11/3/74

MONSTER BURGE
Only

$119

Good 10/29/74 - 11/3/74

WITH THIS COUPON

Mk

Ince.

WITH STUFF

17-9

$229

Good 10/29/74 - 11/3/74

394

mit

OU POt4

ROOT BEER
FLOAT

THE
MONSTER
CUP

WITH THIS COUPON

Xents

THIS COUPON

PLAIN

COUPON

MONSTER
MARSHMELLOW
nts
SUNDAE
Good 10/29/74 - 11/3/74

MONSTER
pizzA WITH

WITH THIS COUPON

OUPON

evens
tment

COUPON

294'

Good 10/29/74 - 11/3/74

MONSTER SPOON
With orders requiring a spoon!

WITH THIS COUPON

Good 10/29/74 - 11/3/74

14/

THIS IS SOLELY A
CAMPUS SPECIAL SO
DON'T FORGET TO
BRING THE COUPONS.

NOTE: Not responsible for hospital bills
if this special is too much for you.

GOVERNOR'S
STILLWATER AVE.
STILLWATER

UMOSG plans no attempt
to regain student trustee
by Debbie Shoe
In the spring of 1968 the University of
Maine's Board of Trustees achieved
national recognition with its unpreedented student appointee to the board's
membership. Today. the Board of
Trustees renown for student representation remains, even though the 19ti8
appointee. though still a member, is no
longer a student.
Stephen Hughes. the precedent setting
student. as appointed during his senior
year to fill a vacancy on the board by
Governor Kenneth Curtis. The following
semester. at age 25. Hughes graduated
from the university, his position as a
short-lived student trustee involving less
than a year of his total term.
Last year. the University of Maine
Organization of Student Governments.
(UMOSG) attempted to have a student
representative named to the board.
When vacancies occured on the board.
UMOSG under the leadership of UMO
student Peter Simon. nominated three
recent university graduates and three
seniors, none of whom were chosen as
trustee members.
The former UMOSG chairperson also
pushed for student representation by
sending a written recommendation to the
governor naming a student trustee
candidate.
A marked change in UMOSG action
toward student representation on the UM
trustee board seems evident this year
under the direction of UMOSG chairperson
Don Pendleton. however.
The Portland-Gorham student. at UMO
last weekend for a UMOSG organizational
meeting. said he has no plans to push for a
student representative.
"There doesn't seem to be the interest
in getting a student on the board."
Pendleton claimed. "There seems to be
more of a tendency to work through the
channels we have—the four members of
the standing committees and
the
Chancellor.''
There are four student representatives
with full voting privileges on the Finance.
Physical Plant, Student Affairs. and
Educational Policy committees. These
students were selected by the trustees.
UMOSG. and the Faculty Liason Council.
(FLC) a system -wide faculty' senate.
Simon. A ho no% heads the nel
organized Student Association of Maine,
-(SAM). believes a student representative
authorized to speak directly to the board is
,needed. At present. both the UMOSG and

FLC chairpersons lack speaking privileges.
he said.
UMOSG submitted a request to the
hoard's executive committee last year
asking for full speaking privileges such as
those held by the Chancellor's administrative council, which is comprised of the
UM system presidents. This proposal was
based on the fact that the administrative
council. UMOSG. and the Faculty Liason
Council are all committees of the
Chancellor.
The
UMOSG
proposal
contended each group should have equal
privileges.
Simon maintained the resolution was
prompted because student and faculty
perspectives were "either misrepresented
or under-represented by. members of the
administration.''
administration.
The
however, denied the allegation, contending
student and faculty access to the board
through standing committees is sufficient.
Prior to this decision, the trustees did
not allow student committee members to
represent student opinions as such. Simon
added. By forcing student proposals
through standing committees. Simon
claimed the administration is able to slow
up action on student proposals. giving the
administration time to "prepare" their
stand.
Although he failed to gain student
-epresentation on the board of trustees.
Simon admitted "Governor Curtis has
appointed some really young. liberal
people. This is good. in compromise, hut
still is not real representation.
Despite UMOSG's attempts to gain
student access to the trustees last year.
UMOSG chairperson Pendleton terms
attempts to gain a student representame
as "unrealistic politics".
"I don't really think there's a need for a
student on the board:. he added.
The present board is comprised of IS
members, including Carroll McGarry.
commissionnner of the Maine State
Department of Educational and Cultural
Serv ices. w ho is a member ex -officio.
Prospective trustees are nominated bY
the governor, and must be approved by the
executive council. The standard terms last
seven years. However, retirement from the
board at the age of 70 is mandatory.
In the past. the Board of Trustees aria
Chancellor Donald McNeil have not
encouraged the governor to submit a
student appointee. Simon contended the
administration believes there is a definite
line betweer students and administration,
which should not be interrupted.

The Royal Uppsala University Chorus of
Sweden performed in the Memorial Gym
Monday evening as pan of the University Concert
Series.
richter photo

Legal action threatened if
catering jinn bid accepted
Ihe Maine State Employes' Association,
at their annual convention last weekend in
Rockport, passed a resolution threatening
the UMO administration with a lawsuit if a
bid is accepted from a private firm to cater
the food services on campus.
The resolution, which passed on a voice
vote. was introduced to the convention by
delegates from the "area
which
includes most of greater Bangor. not just
the university's employes. according to
David Carnevale. the MSEA's executive
dirce.a
ctrinire.vale
said the purpose of the
resolution was to show the association's
backing of the university's employes in the
event that a private hid is accepted that
would calls(' them to lose their status as
public employes. The resolution stipulated
that if the university accepts such a hid.
then the MSEA will initiate positive legal
or legislative action to prevent any private
company from taking ov cr the food services
on campus.
The executive director noted that similar
legal actions on the part of public employes
have been successful in at least two other
states. Connecticut and Ohio, and he
added that the MSEA is writing to these
organizations requesting copies of their
legal briefs.
Collective bargaining for the university •,
employes was another topic of discussion
at the convention. Last year, the legislature
granted state employes the right to

collective bargaining. when a bill drawn up
by the Labor Relations Services Foundation
was passed. Currently. university employes are in a labor relations no-man's
land, explained Carnevale. as they are
members of neither the public nor private
sector.
Delegates to the convention agreed that
the MSEA will either sponsor or support a
bill in the next session calling tor collective
bargaining rights for university employes,
said Carnevale. He added that the same
group that wrote the bill for the states'
employes will he drafting one for university
employes to be submitted at the next
session in January .
The Labor Relations Service Foundation
is made up of representatives from the
Maine State Empkiy es' Association. the
Maine Teachers' Association, and the
American Federation of State. County, and
Municipal Employes. and also includes
Kenneth T. Winters. director of personnel
in the chancellor's office. Ken Luce of the
Dept. of Labor, as well as a few legislators.
Carnevale said that the foundation will be
"sitting down with the university to write a
bill that will hopefully be acceptable to
both sides "
Although it is not vet known who will
sponsor the bill in the next session.
Carnevale believes that it has an
"excellent prospect for passage" in the
legislature.

Cohen terms opponent's charges malicious

WMiam Colter.

On campus last week. Republican
incumbent Congressman William ('ohen,
who is seeking re-election in Maine's
second district, described some news
stories and Democratic campaign pamphlets, which charge him with a had
attitude towards the state's elderly • as
"false and malicious."
Cohen, who was here Friday to film a
segment of a West German documentary
on the nation's biennial elections, told a
group of about 20 students "in the past two
years I have supported every bill for the
elderly and all bills dealing with
nutrition."
Pointing out he was a member of two
task forces(one dealing with aging and one
on housing) Cohen said he thought the
accusations from his opponent. Democratic
candidate and former POW Mark Gartley
of Greenville.
were
due
to
his
misunderstanding of Congressional voting
procedures.
In answering charges that recent
campaign contributions to him from Nelson
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by Paul Beth
Rockefeller might influence his judgement
on the former New York governor's
appointment as vice president. Maine's
freshmen congressman said this was
unlikely.
"Both
President
Ford
'then
a
ong re m a n) and the Republican party
contnbuted heavily to my campaign:.
Cohen said. "Of all Judiciary committee
members, my questions to President Ford,
during the hearings on his appointment as
vice president. were the toughest.•• he
claimed.
Cohen said his campaign contributions
have totalled about $55.000 this year, just
about a third of the $150,000 he said hespent during his previous campaign two
years ago. The average contribution he
said was $28.50. and it was later learned
Rockefeller's latest contribution was to be
returned.
Although Cohen said he's in favor of

financing political campaigns with public
funds, he strongly' opposes limiting the
maximum amount of contributions a
candidate could receive.
"Common Cause is against plans of this
type and so am I. It would virtually
guarantee
the
re-election
of
the
incumbent," the former Bangor mayor
explained. Adding Maine Sen. William
Hathaway spent nearly $250,000 defeating
former Senator Maragret Chase Smith.
Cohen said Hathawa would not have been
successful in his bid if ceiling had been
imposed on campaign contributions.
Citing a recent Bangor Daily News poll
which shows he may win a landslide
victory. Cohen said he's wary of voter
opinion surveys.
"There's a danger people won't bother
to vote, if they think you're going to win by
a big margin." he said, explaining surveys
he commissions are used for campaign
planning purposes only.
"I never publicize my polls. I believe
• ERWIN • sec page
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